CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusions

After analyzing the use of deixis in the articles of Inside Sumatera magazine, conclusions are drawn as the following:

1. All types of deixis which used Cruse Theory in the ten articles of Inside Sumatera magazine. They are person, place, time, discourse and social deixis. The calculation for each type is person deixis were 656 out of 1504 or 43.62%, place deixis were 465 out of 1504 or 30.92%, time deixis were 227 out of 1504 or 15.09%, discourse deixis were 137 out of 1504 or 9.10%, and social deixis were 19 were 1504 or 1.27%.

2. The type of deixis is dominantly used in the articles of Inside Sumatera magazine is person deixis with total 656 or 43.62%. The deictic word ‘we’ is the most dominant word of person deixis in the articles of Inside Sumatera magazine. Person deixis is dominantly used because the article elaborate the aspects of human beings or personal identity.

The most dominant type of deixis which is used in the articles Inside Sumatera magazine is person deixis (43.65%). Person deixis that dominate because of articles written by the author's experience.
B. Suggestions

Related to the conclusions above, it is well suggested that:

1. the students should study deixis because by knowing deixis, they will be able to comprehend the idea of the speakers and the writers.

2. the readers should take this thesis as a reference when they decide to discuss about deixis for their thesis.

3. It is also suggested to the other researchers to create the further research about deixis in other field or studies.